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Introduction
Foundation Shape, Space and Measure is a set of ChooseIt! 
Maker activities supplied with a ChooseIt! Ready-mades player 
program .  This  user  guide  presumes  you  also  have  the general 
user guide for ChooseIt! Ready-mades.

This Activity Set has 25 activities covering the whole of the curriculum 
for Foundation Stage Shape, Space and Measure. Each activity 
consists of 20 to 40 multiple choice questions, which increase in 
difficulty throughout the activity. A “Monkey Story” is also included 
as a fun round-up activity.

This  program  has a selection  of activities  which  can be used  as 
either a teaching aid or for an assessment of the pupil’s knowledge 
in that area. Because the topics have been broken down into very 
small  steps , they  are  easily  linked  to  SEN  pupils ’ Individual 
Education  Plans . Some  activities  are suitable  for the pupil  to do 
independently , but  to  get  the  most  out  of  each  activity  a 1:1 
situation is advisable. This way the language of the subject can be 
developed alongside the concept being practised.

All activities are self-correcting so the pupil does not experience 
failure. A simple scoring scheme allows you to track progress.

Note for children with learning difficulties:

The most important aspect in the life of a special needs child is 
routine, because with a good routine comes security, and hence 
confidence. Once the child has confidence and is relaxed with the 
surroundings, learning can then take place. This idea has been 
used when planning the activities in ChooseIt! Maker 2 by utilising 
repetition and simple language.

Installation
This manual is accompanied by a general user guide for ChooseIt! 
Ready-mades. The ChooseIt Ready-mades guide gives you help 
with installing and running this Activity Set. It also shows you how to 
use the options and how to set up switch access.
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Getting Started
This activity set consists of 24 activities covering:

   • Colour
   • Simple 2D and 3D shapes
   • Space - positional words
   •  Measures - capacity, length, temperature, size and time (not 

clock time).

To view these, start the ChooseIt! Ready-mades program, and click 
on Numeracy: Foundation Stage Shape, Space and Measure. 
You can scroll down using the scroll bar on the right-hand side of the 
screen to see all of the activities. 

To play an activity, tick the white box next to it and then click the Play 
button at the bottom of the screen.

Activity Titles:

A Odd one out - colour   
B Recognise colours
C Odd one out -  2D shapes 
D Recognise 2D shapes 
E Count the sides - 2D shapes
F Recognise shape and colour - 2D shapes
G The monkey story 
H Sequence by shape or colour - 2D shapes
I  Patterns in the real world 
J Odd one out - 3D shapes 
K Recognise 3D shapes
L  Solid or flat shapes 
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M Shapes roll or slide
N Positional words
O Two nursery rhymes
P Compare big and small
Q Compare big, middle size and small
R Size - thick and thin
S Size - tall and short
T Size - long and short
U Capacity - full and empty
V Temperature - hot and cold
W Time - the school day
X Time - times of the day
Y Time - seasons

Note that the questions in an activity increase in difficulty from the 
first question to the last.

Higher level work can be found in Numeracy: Key Stage 1 Shape, 
Space and Measure. A comprehensive set of time-telling activities 
is available in Numeracy: Time.

Quick Hints and Tips
Use the left and right arrow keys on the keyboard to skip 
forward or back through an activity. They can be used 
for:

• Reviewing the content of an activity.
• Skipping to a page more suitable for the learner.
• Going back and trying some pages again.

Remember that learners do not need to read to play these 
activities, as all text is spoken. Learners can click on the 
loudspeaker button to hear the question again.
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To make an activity easier, you can use the Prompt options to display 
the answer at the bottom of the screen.

A) Odd one out - colour - 25 pages

In this activity the pupil does not need 
to know the name of the colour. It is 
a simple visual discrimination test of 
finding the odd one out. The name and 
picture of the correct colour is then given 
as the reward. 

Colours included:
Red, blue, yellow, green, pink, purple, black, white, grey, orange, 
brown and gold.

Practical activity
This activity can be attempted before or during the game.
Resources: a selection of different coloured objects, at least one of 
each of the above colours.
Activity: match the same coloured object to the reward colour.

B) Recognise colours - 20 pages

In this activity the pupil must know the colour names. Some pages 
have only two colours to choose from; other pages have three.

Colours included:
Red, blue, yellow, green, pink, purple, black, white, grey, orange and 
brown. 
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This activity may be used as an assessment after the pupil has had 
practical experiences of naming, sorting and matching by colour.

C) Odd one out - 2D shapes - 40 pages

This activity begins with all choices the 
same colour, to encourage the pupil 
to look only at shapes. As the activity 
progresses, shapes of different colours 
are used. This gives you the opportunity 
to check if the pupil understands the 
difference between the meaning of 
‘colour’ and ‘shape’. The pupil does 
not need to know the names of shapes 
to complete this activity. The reward 
provides the name of the shape. 

Shapes used:
Circle, square, triangle and rectangle.

Practical activity
Logi Block activities could be used to reinforce this game.

D) Recognise 2D shapes - 40 pages

In this activity the pupil must know the 
shape names. Some pages have only 
two shapes to choose from; later pages 
have three then four.

Shapes used:
Circle, square, triangle and rectangle.

After the pupil has had practical experiences of naming, sorting and 
matching by shape, this activity may be used as an assessment.
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E) Count the sides - 2D shapes - 20 pages      

The four basic shapes are used for this 
activity, beginning with a choice of two 
shapes. The pupil must look carefully to 
find  the shape with  the named number 
of sides. This is a good activity for 
encouraging the vocabulary of shape.

F) Recognise shape and colour - 2D shapes - 30 pages

The pupil is now looking for two attributes, colour and shape. The 
four basic shapes are used and the reward reinforces the correct 
answer.

Practical activity
Sorting shapes by two attributes using Logi blocks would be an ideal 
practical activity to do before or during this game.

G) The monkey story - 32 pages

This is a story about four monkeys who 
live in a zoo. The shapes square, circle, 
triangle and rectangle and the colours 
red, blue, yellow and green are used 
throughout. Pages 1 to 20 tell the story, 
then pages 21 to 32 ask the pupil colour 
and shape questions.

H) Sequence by shape or colour - 2D shapes - 20 pages

This activity is divided into three parts. 
In pages 1 to 8 the pupil sequences by 
two shapes, then in pages 9 to16 by two 
colours. On pages 17 to 20 three colours 
are sequenced for the more able pupils.
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Practical activity
Sequencing activities with shapes and colours should be done 
before, and initially during, this game.

I) Patterns in the real world - 20 pages
Here are examples of patterns in the 
real world. After completing this game 
the pupils will hopefully look at the world 
around them in a different light! 

Practical activity
Resources: camera, paper and thick crayons.
Activity: pattern walk.

J) Odd one out - 3D shapes - 20 pages
The pupil does not need to know the 
names of shapes to complete this 
activity. The reward provides the name 
of the shape.

Shapes included:
Sphere, pyramid, cube and cuboid.

Practical activity
3D shapes to look at and feel could be used to reinforce this game.

K) Recognise 3D shapes - 20 pages 

In this activity the pupil must know the shape names. Some pages 
have only two shapes to choose from; other pages have three, then 
four.

Shapes used:
Cube, cuboid, pyramid and sphere.

After the pupil has had practical experiences of naming, sorting and 
matching by shape, this activity may be used as an assessment.
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L) Solid or flat shapes - 20 pages
This activity compares the properties of 
2D and 3D shapes. The pupil does not 
need to know the names of the shapes 
to complete this activity. The ‘roll over’ 
names the shapes and the reward states 
if the shape is solid or flat.

Shapes used: 
Sphere, pyramid, cube and cuboid, square, circle, triangle and 
rectangle.

Practical activity
2D and 3D shapes to look at, feel and compare could be used to 
reinforce this game.

M) Shapes roll or slide - 20 pages
Another activity to show the properties of 
3D shapes. Flat sides slide and curved 
sides roll. The reward tells the pupil if the 
object rolls or slides.

Practical activity
Resources: a selection of flat and curved objects, a wooden plank 
and a box to prop up the wood at one end.
Activity: let the objects move down the slope to see if they roll or 
slide down.

N) Positional words - 30 pages

The words used in this activity are:
Up   down   in   out   on   of   over   under

A mixture of symbols and pictures are used to depict the words, 
then the reward is used as reinforcement. 
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O) Two nursery rhymes - 11 pages

An easy way of remembering the meaning of the words, ‘up’, ‘down’ 
and ‘halfway up’!

P) Compare big and small - 20 pages

The activity begins by giving two 
examples of obvious differences in size, 
then for the rest of the game the pictures 
are of the same object but in big and 
small sizes. The reward reinforces the 
words ‘big’ or ‘small’.

Practical activity:
A fun practical activity to show the differences in size is to blow up 
a balloon.

Q) Compare big, middle size and small - 30 pages

Three choice boxes are used throughout 
this activity and the reward reinforces the 
correct size in this simple comparison 
game.
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R) Size - thick and thin - 20 pages

This activity uses two choice boxes 
on each page to compare thick and 
thin objects. The reward reinforces the 
correct answer. 

S) Size - tall and short - 20 pages

This activity uses two choice boxes on each page to compare tall 
and short objects. The reward reinforces the correct answer.

T) Size - long and short - 30 pages

This activity uses two choice boxes on 
each page to compare long and short 
objects. The reward reinforces the 
correct answer.

U) Capacity - full and empty - 20 pages

This activity uses two choice boxes on 
each page to compare full and empty. 
The reward reinforces the correct 
answer.
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V) Temperature - hot and cold - 20 pages
This activity uses two choice boxes on 
each page to compare hot and cold. The 
reward reinforces the correct answer.

W) Time - the school day - 20 pages
The pupil sequences time by choosing 
pictures (from a choice of two) of the 
main activities during the school day. 

X) Time - times of the day - 20 pages
This is a simple activity which gives the 
pupil pictures of night and day or morning 
and afternoon to recognise.

Y) Time - seasons - 20 pages
The pupil selects the correct season 
from a choice of two pictures.






